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a b s t r a c t
Let R ∈ Cm×m and S ∈ Cn×n be nontrivial involution matrices; i.e. R = R−1 6= ±I and
S = S−1 6= ±I . An m × n complex matrix A is said to be a (R, S)-symmetric ((R, S)-
skew symmetric) matrix if RAS = A (RAS = −A). The (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew
symmetric matrices have many special properties and are widely used in engineering and
scientific computations. In this paper, we consider the matrix equations
A1XB1 = C,
A1X = D1, XB2 = D2,
and
A1X = D1, XB2 = D2, A3X = D3, XB4 = D4,
over the (R, S)-symmetric ((R, S)-skew symmetric) matrix X . We derive necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of (R, S)-symmetric ((R, S)-skew symmetric)
solutions for thesematrix equations. Also we give the expressions for the (R, S)-symmetric
((R, S)-skew symmetric) solutions to the matrix equations.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let us propose some notations that we will use in this paper. The symbol Cn×m denotes the set of all n × m complex
matrices. By AT , A∗, A−, R(A) and r(A), we denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, a generalized inverse, the range space,
and the rank of a matrix A, respectively. We denote by In the n×n identity matrix. We also write it as I , when the dimension
of this matrix is clear. We denote a reflexive inverse of a matrix A by A+, which satisfies simultaneously AA+A = A and
A+AA+ = A+. Moreover, RA, LA, EA and FA stand for RA = I−AA+, LA = I−A+A, EA = I−AA− and FA = I−A−A, respectively.
Now we define (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices as follows:
Definition 1.1 ([1]). Assume that R ∈ Cm×m and S ∈ Cn×n are nontrivial involution matrices, i.e. R = R−1 6= ±I and
S = S−1 6= ±I . An m × n real matrix A is said to be an (R, S)-symmetric ((R, S)-skew symmetric) matrix if RAS = A
(RAS = −A). Sm×nR,S and S˜m×nR,S represent the set ofm× n (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices, respectively.
The (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices have wide applications in information theory, linear estimate
theory and numerical analysis [2–6].
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In this paper, we study (R, S)-symmetric ((R, S)-skew symmetric) solutions of the matrix equations
A1XB1 = C, (1.1)
A1X = D1, XB2 = D2, (1.2)
and
A1X = D1, XB2 = D2, A3X = D3, XB4 = D4, (1.3)
where A1 ∈ Cp×m, B1, B2 ∈ Cn×q, A3 ∈ Cs×m, B4 ∈ Cn×t , C ∈ Cp×q, D1 ∈ Cp×n, D2 ∈ Cm×qD3 ∈ Cs×n and D4 ∈ Cm×t
are known matrices and X ∈ Cm×n is an unknown matrix. The (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices have
practical applications, however, thematrix equations (1.1)–(1.3) over (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetricmatrices
have not been considered yet. In this paper, we will discuss the matrix equations (1.1)–(1.3) over (R, S)-symmetric and
(R, S)-skew symmetric matrices. A large number of papers have presented several methods for solving matrix equations
[7–15]. By using the generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) of matrices, Dai [16] and Chu [17] studied the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of, and the expressions for, the solution of thewell-known linearmatrix
equation
AXB = C, (1.4)
over the symmetric matrix X . Huang et al. [18] introduced an iterative algorithm for solving (1.4) over a skew-symmetric
matrix X . In [19], Wang considered the matrix equations
A1XB1 = C1, A2XB2 = C2,
and
AXB+ CYD = E,
over an arbitrary regular ring with identity, and derived the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence, and the
expression of the general solution to the systems. AlsoWang [20], considered the systemof four linearmatrix equations over
an arbitrary von Neumann regular ring with identity. In [21,20,22–25] several quaternion matrix equations were studied.
Zhou and Duan [26–28] established the solution of the several generalized Sylvester matrix equations. Zhou et al. [29]
proposed gradient based iterative algorithms for solving the general coupled Sylvestermatrix equationswithweighted least
squares solutions. In [30], a general parametric solution to a family of generalized Sylvestermatrix equations arising in linear
system theory is presented by using the so-called generalized Sylvester mapping, which has some elegant properties. By
extending the idea of the conjugate gradient (CG) method, Dehghan and Hajarian proposed some finite iterative algorithms
for the reflexive, anti-reflexive, generalized centro-symmetric and generalized bisymmetric solutions of (coupled) Sylvester
matrix equations [31–35]. Ding and Chen presented the hierarchical gradient-iterative (HGI) algorithms for general matrix
equations [36,37] and hierarchical least-squares-iterative (HLSI) algorithms for generalized coupled Sylvester matrix
equations and general coupled matrix equations [38,39]. The HGI algorithms [36,37] and HLSI algorithms [37,39,40]
for solving general (coupled) matrix equations are innovational and computationally efficient numerical ones and were
proposed based on the hierarchical identification principle [38,41], which regards the unknown matrix as the system
parameter matrix to be identified.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,we first review someproperties of the (R, S)-symmetric and
(R, S)-skew symmetric matrices and subsets Sm×nR,S and S˜
m×n
R,S , then we will propose decompositions of A1, B1, B2, A3, B4,D1
and D2. By applying these decompositions, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the (R, S)-symmetric
and (R, S)-skew symmetric solutions and the expressions of these solutions to thematrix equations (1.1)–(1.3) are obtained.
Also we give some brief concluding remarks in Section 3 to end this paper.
2. Main results
In this section, we first discuss the structure and properties of the (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices
and subsets Sm×nR,S and S˜
m×n
R,S .
Suppose that R ∈ Cm×m and S ∈ Cn×n are nontrivial involution matrices. From an involution is diagonalizable, there are
positive numbers r , k and matrices P ∈ Cm×r , Q ∈ Cm×(m−r), U ∈ Cn×k, V ∈ Cn×(n−k) such that [1]
P∗P = I, Q ∗Q = I, RP = P, RQ = −Q ,
and
U∗U = I, V ∗V = I, SU = U, SV = −V .
Also if we consider
Û = U
∗(I + S)
2
, V̂ = V
∗(I − S)
2
, P̂ = P
∗(I + R)
2
, Q̂ = Q
∗(I − R)
2
(2.1)
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then we have
P̂P = I, P̂Q = 0, Q̂ P = 0, Q̂ Q = I, ÛU = I, ÛV = 0, V̂U = 0, V̂ V = I. (2.2)
This implies that(
U V
)−1 = ( Û
V̂
)
and
(
P Q
)−1 = ( P̂
Q̂
)
. (2.3)
In the following lemmas, we will give a characterization of (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices.
Lemma 2.1 ([1]). A is (R, S)-symmetric if and only if
A = [P Q ] [APU 00 AQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.4)
where APU ∈ Cr×k and AQV ∈ C(m−r)×(n−k).
Lemma 2.2 ([1]). A is (R, S)-skew symmetric if and only if
A = [P Q ] [ 0 APVAQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.5)
where APV ∈ Cr×(n−k) and AQU ∈ C(m−r)×k.
For the matrices A1 ∈ Cp×m, B1, B2 ∈ Cn×q, A3 ∈ Cs×m, B4 ∈ Cn×t , D1 ∈ Cp×n, D2 ∈ Cm×qD3 ∈ Cs×n and D4 ∈ Cm×t , we
introduce the following decompositions:
A1
[
P Q
] = [A11 A12] , A11 ∈ Cp×r , A12 ∈ Cp×(m−r), (2.6)
A3
[
P Q
] = [A31 A32] , A31 ∈ Cs×r , A32 ∈ Cs×(m−r), (2.7)[
Û
V̂
]
Bi =
[
BTi1 B
T
i2
]T
, Bi1 ∈ Ck×q, Bi2 ∈ C(n−k)×q, for i = 1, 2, (2.8)[
Û
V̂
]
B4 =
[
BT41 B
T
42
]T
, B41 ∈ Ck×t , B42 ∈ C(n−k)×t , (2.9)
D1
[
U V
] = [D11 D12] , D11 ∈ Cp×k, D12 ∈ Cp×(n−k), (2.10)[
P̂
Q̂
]
D2 =
[
DT21 D
T
22
]T
, D21 ∈ Cr×q, D22 ∈ C(m−r)×q, (2.11)
D3
[
U V
] = [D31 D32] , D31 ∈ Cs×k, D32 ∈ Cs×(n−k), (2.12)[
P̂
Q̂
]
D4 =
[
DT41 D
T
42
]T
, D21 ∈ Cr×t , D22 ∈ C(m−r)×t . (2.13)
Without loss of generality, in the rest of this paper we will assume that the matrices A1, A3, B1, B2, B3,D1,D2,D3 and D4
have the above decompositions.
2.1. Solution to the matrix equation (1.1)
First we consider the matrix equation (1.1) over (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices.
Theorem 2.1. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B1 ∈ Cn×q and C ∈ Cp×q be given. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The matrix equation (1.1) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S ;
(b) RHRA12C = 0, RA12CLB11 = 0, RA11CLB12 = 0, CLB12LF = 0;
(c) HH+RA12CB11B
+
11 = RA12C, A11A+11CLB12F+F = CLB12;
(d)MM+RA11CB
+
12B12 = RA11C, A12A+12CLB11N+N = CLB11;
(e) RMRA11C = 0, RA11CLB12 = 0, CLB11LN = 0, RA12CLB11 = 0;
where M = RA11A12, N = B12LB11 , K = A12LM , T = RB12N, G = RKA12, H = RA12A11, F = B11LB12 .
In that case, the (R, S)-symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.1) can be expressed as follows:
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.14)
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where
XPU = A+11(C − A12X4B12)B+11 + LA11 J + ZRB11 , (2.15)
XQV = M+RA11CB+12 + LM(E − K+KENN+)− LMK+A12LGWTN+ + (W − G+GWTT+)RB12 , (2.16)
and J, E,W , Z are arbitrary matrices with appropriate sizes,
or
XPU = H+RA12CB+11 + LH(V1 − S+1 S1V1FF+)− LHS+1 A11LG1W1T1F+ + (W1 − G+1 G1W1T1T+1 )RB11 , (2.17)
XQV = A+12(C − A12X1B12)B+12 + LA12 J1 + Z1RB12 , (2.18)
and S1 = A11LH , T1 = RB11F , G1 = RS1A11, J1, V1,W1, Z1 are arbitrary matrices with appropriate sizes.
Proof. We first obtain a general matrix equation equivalent to the matrix equation (1.1) over the (R, S)-symmetric matrix
X . By applying the decompositions (2.6), (2.8) and (2.14), we can write
A1XB1 = C ⇔
[
A11 A12
] [ P̂
Q̂
] [
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
] [
U V
] [B11
B12
]
⇔ [A11 A12] [ I 00 I
] [
XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
I 0
0 I
] [
B11
B12
]
⇔ A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C . (2.19)
Therefore the matrix equation (2.19) is equivalent to the matrix equation (1.1) over (R, S)-symmetric matrix X . From the
obtained results in [19], the following statements are equivalent:
(a) The matrix equation A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C has solutions XPU ∈ Cr×n−k and XQV ∈ C(m−r)×(n−r).
(b) RHRA12C = 0, RA12CLB11 = 0, RA11CLB12 = 0, CLB12LF = 0;
(c) HH+RA12CB11B
+
11 = RA12C , A11A+11CLB12F+F = CLB12;
(d)MM+RA11CB
+
12B12 = RA11C , A12A+12CLB11N+N = CLB11;
(e) RMRA11C = 0, RA11CLB12 = 0, CLB11LN = 0, RA12CLB11 = 0.
In that case, the solution of the matrix equation A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C can be expressed by (2.15), (2.16) or (2.17),
(2.18), hence the (R, S)-symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.1) can be given by
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
where XPU and XQV are obtained from (2.15), (2.16) or (2.17), (2.18).
The proof is completed. 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B1 ∈ Cn×q and C ∈ Cp×q be given. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The matrix equation (1.1) has a solution X ∈ S˜m×nR,S ;
(b) RHRA11C = 0, RA11CLB11 = 0, RA12CLB12 = 0, CLB12LF = 0;
(c) HH+RA11CB11B
+
11 = RA11C, A12A+12CLB12F+F = CLB12;
(d)MM+RA12CB
+
12B12 = RA12C, A11A+11CLB11N+N = CLB11;
(e) RMRA12C = 0, RA12CLB12 = 0, CLB11LN = 0, RA11CLB11 = 0;
where M = RA12A11, N = B12LB11 , K = A11LM , T = RB12N, G = RKA11, H = RA11A12, F = B11LB12 .
In that case, the (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.1) can be expressed as follows:
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.20)
where
XPV = M+RA12CB+12 + LM(E − K+KENN+)− LMK+A11LGWTN+ + (W − G+GWTT+)RB12 ,
XQU = A+12(C − A11X4B12)B+11 + LA12 J + ZRB11 ,
and J, E,W , Z are arbitrary matrices with appropriate sizes,
or
XPV = A+11(C − A11X1B12)B+12 + LA11 J1 + Z1RB12 ,
XQU = H+RA11CB+11 + LH(V1 − S+1 S1V1FF+)− LHS+1 A12LG1W1T1F+ + (W1 − G+1 G1W1T1T+1 )RB11 ,
and S1 = A12LH , T1 = RB11F , G1 = RS1A12, J1, V1,W1, Z1 are arbitrary matrices with appropriate sizes.
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Theorem 2.3. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B1 ∈ Cn×q and C ∈ Cp×q be given. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The matrix equations (1.1) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S ;
(b) For unknown matrices Z1, Z2, the following simpler matrix equations are solvable[
A11 A12
]
Z1 = C, Z2
[
B11
B12
]
= C,
and the following matrix equivalences hold[
C A11
B12 0
]
∼
[
0 A11
B12 0
]
,
[
C A12
B11 0
]
∼
[
0 A12
B11 0
]
;
(c) The following rank equalities hold
r
[
A11 A12 C
] = r [A11 A12] , r [B11B12
C
]
= r
[
B11
B12
]
,
r
[
C A11
B12 0
]
= r
[
0 A11
B12 0
]
, r
[
C A12
B11 0
]
= r
[
0 A12
B11 0
]
.
In that case, the (R, S)-symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.1) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
where
XPU = X˜PU + S1FJUEHT1 + FA11V1 + V2EB11 ,
XQV = X˜QV + S2FJUEHT2 + FA12W1 +W2EB12 ,
S1 =
[
Ir 0
]
, S2 =
[
0 Im−r
]
, T1 =
[
Ik
0
]
, T2 =
[
0
In−k
]
, J = [A11 A12] , H = [ B11−B12
]
,
U, V1, V2, W1, W2 are arbitrary, and X˜PU , X˜QV are particular solutions to the matrix equation A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.1 and the obtained results in [42,43,14], this theorem can be proven, hence its
proof is omitted here. 
Notice that the two particular solution to the matrix equation A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C can also be expressed by the
generalized inverse of the given matrices in A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C . Since we only use them in this form in the sequel,
we do not intend to present them here.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B1 ∈ Cn×q and C ∈ Cp×q be given. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The matrix equations (1.1) has a solution X ∈ S˜m×nR,S ;
(b) For unknown matrices Z1, Z2, the following simpler matrix equations are solvable[
A12 A11
]
Z1 = C, Z2
[
B11
B12
]
= C,
and the following matrix equivalences hold[
C A12
B12 0
]
∼
[
0 A12
B12 0
]
,
[
C A11
B11 0
]
∼
[
0 A11
B11 0
]
;
(c) The following rank equalities hold
r
[
A12 A11 C
] = r [A12 A11] , r [B11B12
C
]
= r
[
B11
B12
]
,
r
[
C A12
B12 0
]
= r
[
0 A12
B12 0
]
, r
[
C A11
B11 0
]
= r
[
0 A11
B11 0
]
.
In that case, the (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.1) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
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XPV = X˜PV + S2FJURPT2 + FA11W1 +W2EB12 ,
XQU = X˜QU + S1FJURPT1 + FA12V1 + V2EB11 ,
S1 =
[
Im−r 0
]
, S2 =
[
0 Ir
]
, T1 =
[
Ik
0
]
, T2 =
[
0
In−k
]
, J = [A11 A12] , P = [ B11−B12
]
,
U, V1, V2, W1, W2 are arbitrary, and X˜PV , X˜QU are particular solutions to the matrix equation A12XQUB11 + A11XPVB12 = C.
Corollary 2.1. Assume that the matrix equation (1.1) is solvable over (R, S)-symmetric matrices with R(A11) ⊆ R(A12)
and R(BT12) ⊆ R(BT11), namely A12A−12A11 = A11 and B12B−11B11 = B12. Then the (R, S)-symmetric solution of the matrix
equation (1.1) can be expressed as:
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
where
XPU = X˜PU +WB12B−11 + FA11V1 + V2EB11
XQV = X˜QV − A−12A11W + FA12V3 + V4EB12 ,
W, V1, V2, V3, V4 are arbitrary, and X˜PU , Y˜PU are particular solutions to the matrix equation A11XPUB11 + A12XQVB12 = C.
Corollary 2.2. Assume that the matrix equation (1.1) is solvable over (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices with R(A12) ⊆ R(A11)
and R(BT12) ⊆ R(BT11), namely A11A−11A12 = A12 and B12B−11B11 = B12. Then the (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of the matrix
equation (1.1) can be expressed by:
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
where
XPV = X˜PV − A−11A12W + FA11V3 + V4EB12 ,
XQU = X˜QU +WB12B−11 + FA12V1 + V2EB11
W, V1, V2, V3 and V4 are arbitrary, and X˜PV , Y˜QU are particular solutions to the matrix equation A12XQUB11 + A11XPVB12 = C.
2.2. Solution to the pair of matrix equations (1.2)
In this subsectionwe consider the pair ofmatrix equations (1.2). In the following theorems,wewill give several necessary
and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the pair of matrix equations (1.2) over (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew
symmetric matrices, and derive several general expressions of the solutions to (1.2).
Theorem 2.5. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B2 ∈ Cn×q, D1 ∈ Cp×n and D2 ∈ Cm×q be known. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The pair of matrix equations (1.2) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S ;
(b) For unknown matrices Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, the matrix equations A11Z1 = D11, Z2B21 = D21, A12Z3 = D12 and Z4B22 = D22 are
solvable respectively, meanwhile the following matrix equivalences hold[D11 0 A11
0 −D21 I
I B21 0
]
∼
[0 0 A11
0 0 I
I B21 0
]
and
[D12 0 A12
0 −D22 I
I B22 0
]
∼
[0 0 A12
0 0 I
I B22 0
]
;
(c) The following rank equalities are all satisfied:
r
[
A11 D11
] = r(A11), r [I D21] = r(I), r [A12 D12] = r(A12), r [I D22] = r(I),
r
[
I
D11
]
= r(I), r
[
B21
D21
]
= r(B21), r
[
I
D12
]
= r(I), r
[
B22
D22
]
= r(B22),
r
[D11 0 A11
0 −D21 I
I B21 0
]
= r
[
A11
I
]
+ r [I B21] , and r [D12 0 A120 −D22 I
I B22 0
]
= r
[
A12
I
]
+ r [I B22] .
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In that case, the (R, S)-symmetric solution of the matrix equations (1.2) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.21)
where
XPU = X˜PU + FW1V1 + V2EW2 ,
XQV = X˜QV + FW3V3 + V4EW4 ,
W1 =
[
A11
I
]
, W2 =
[
I B21
]
, W3 =
[
A12
I
]
, W4 =
[
I B22
]
,
V1, V2, V3, V4 are arbitrary, and X˜PU , X˜QV are particular solutions to the matrix equations A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21 and
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22, respectively.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we will again use the introduced decompositions. By applying decompositions (2.6) and
(2.8)–(2.11), it is not difficult to get
{
A1X = D1,
XB2 = D2, ⇔

[
A11 A12
] [ P̂
Q̂
] [
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
= [D11 D12] [ÛV̂
]
,
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
] [
U V
] [B21
B22
]
= [P Q ] [D21D22
]
,
⇔

[
A11 A12
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
]
= [D11 D12] ,[
XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
B21
B22
]
=
[
D41
D42
]
,
⇔
{
A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21,
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22. (2.22)
Therefore the pair of matrix equations (1.2) over (R, S)-symmetric matrices is equivalent to the following system of matrix
equations:{
A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21,
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22. (2.23)
Now using the obtained results in [44–46,14] for the matrix equations (2.23), we can see that the statements (a)–(c) are
equivalent. Also by applying (2.22), the (R, S)-symmetric solution of (1.2) can be expressed by (2.21).
The proof is completed. 
By a similar proof to the previous theorem, the following theorem can be proven.
Theorem 2.6. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B2 ∈ Cn×q, D1 ∈ Cp×n and D2 ∈ Cm×q be known. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The pair of matrix equations (1.2) has a solution S˜m×nR,S ;
(b) For unknown matrices Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, the matrix equations A12Z1 = D11, Z2B21 = D22, A11Z3 = D12 and Z4B22 = D21 are
solvable respectively, meanwhile the following matrix equivalences hold[D11 0 A12
0 −D22 I
I B21 0
]
∼
[0 0 A12
0 0 I
I B21 0
]
and
[D12 0 A11
0 −D21 I
I B22 0
]
∼
[0 0 A11
0 0 I
I B22 0
]
;
(c) The following rank equalities are all satisfied:
r
[
A12 D11
] = r(A12), r [I D22] = r(I), r [A11 D12] = r(A11), r [I D21] = r(I),
r
[
I
D11
]
= r(I), r
[
B21
D22
]
= r(B21), r
[
I
D12
]
= r(I), r
[
B22
D21
]
= r(B22),
r
[D11 0 A12
0 −D22 I
I B21 0
]
= r
[
A12
I
]
+ r [I B21] , and r [D12 0 A110 −D21 I
I B22 0
]
= r
[
A11
I
]
+ r [I B22] .
In that case, the (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of the matrix equations (1.2) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.24)
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where
XPV = X˜PV + FW3V3 + V4EW4 ,
XQU = X˜QU + FW1V1 + V2EW2 ,
W1 =
[
A12
I
]
, W2 =
[
I B21
]
, W3 =
[
A11
I
]
, W4 =
[
I B22
]
,
V1, V2, V3, V4 are arbitrary, and X˜PV , X˜QU are particular solutions to the matrix equations A12XQU = D11, XQUB21 = D22 and
A11XPV = D12, XPVB22 = D21, respectively.
Corollary 2.3. Assume that the pair of matrix equations (1.2) is consistent over (R, S)-symmetric matrices. If R(AT11) ⊆ R(I),
R(AT12) ⊆ R(I), R(B21) ⊆ R(I) and R(B22) ⊆ R(I), then the (R, S)-symmetric solution of (1.2) can be written as
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
where
XPU = X˜PU + FA11W1EB21 , and XQV = X˜QV + FA12W2EB22 ,
W1, W2 are arbitrary, and X˜PU , X˜QV are particular solutions to the matrix equations A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21 and
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22, respectively.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that the pair of matrix equations (1.2) is consistent over (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices. If R(AT12) ⊆
R(I), R(AT11) ⊆ R(I), R(B21) ⊆ R(I) and R(B22) ⊆ R(I), then (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of (1.2) can be written as
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
,
where
XPV = X˜PV + FA11W1EB22 , and XQU = X˜QU + FA12W2EB21 ,
W1, W2 are arbitrary, and X˜PV , X˜QU are particular solutions to the matrix equations A12XQU = D11, XQUB21 = D22 and
A11XPV = D12, XPVB22 = D21, respectively.
Theorem 2.7. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B2 ∈ Cn×q, D1 ∈ Cp×n and D2 ∈ Cm×q be known. The pair of matrix equations (1.2) has a solution
X ∈ Sm×nR,S , if and only if
A11A+11D
+
11 = D+11, D21B21B+21 = D21, A12A+12D12 = D12, D+22B+22B22 = D22,
G1(D21B+21 − A+11D11)B21 = 0, G2(D22B+22 − A+12D12)B22 = 0,
where S1 = LA11 , S2 = LA12 , G1 = RS1 and G2 = RS2 .
In that case, the (R, S)-symmetric solution of (1.2) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.25)
where
XPU = A+11D11 + LA11S+1 LG1(D21B+21 − A+11D11)B21B+21 + LA11(W1 − S+1 S1W1B21B+21), (2.26)
XQV = A+12D12 + LA12S+2 LG2(D22B+22 − A+12D12)B22B+22 + LA12(W2 − S+2 S2W2B22B+22), (2.27)
and W1, W2 are arbitrary.
Proof. The necessary condition. Suppose that the pair of matrix equations (1.2) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S . From Lemma 2.1,
X ∈ Sm×nR,S can be expressed by the following
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.28)
where XPU ∈ Cr×k and XQV ∈ C(m−r)×(n−k). Like (2.22), by substituting (2.28) in (1.2) and applying the decompositions, we
have {
A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21,
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22. (2.29)
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By using the results in [19], it is not difficult to obtain
A11A+11D
+
11 = D+11, D21B21B+21 = D21, A12A+12D12 = D12, D+22B+22B22 = D22,
G1(D21B+21 − A+11D11)B21 = 0, G2(D22B+22 − A+12D12)B22 = 0,
and
XPU = A+11D11 + LA11S+1 LG1(D21B+21 − A+11D11)B21B+21 + LA11(W1 − S+1 S1W1B21B+21),
XQV = A+12D12 + LA12S+2 LG2(D22B+22 − A+12D12)B22B+22 + LA12(W2 − S+2 S2W2B22B+22).
The sufficient condition. Assume that
A11A+11D
+
11 = D+11, D21B21B+21 = D21, A12A+12D12 = D12, D+22B+22B22 = D22,
G1(D21B+21 − A+11D11)B21 = 0, G2(D22B+22 − A+12D12)B22 = 0.
From results in [19], there exist XPU ∈ Cr×k and XQV ∈ C(m−r)×(n−k) such that{
A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21,
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22. (2.30)
It follows from previous results that (2.30) is equivalent to
A1
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
= D1,[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
B2 = D2.
This implies that (2.25) is the solution of the pair of matrix equations (1.2). The proof of the sufficiency is completed. 
By a similar proof to the previous theorem, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B2 ∈ Cn×q, D1 ∈ Cp×n and D2 ∈ Cm×q be known. The pair of matrix equations (1.2) has a solution
X ∈ S˜m×nR,S , if and only if
A12A+12D
+
11 = D+11, D22B21B+21 = D22, A11A+11D12 = D12, D+22B+22B22 = D21,
G1(D22B+21 − A+12D11)B21 = 0, G2(D21B+22 − A+11D12)B22 = 0,
where S1 = LA12 , S2 = LA11 , G1 = RS1 and G2 = RS2 .
In that case, the (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of (1.2) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.31)
where
XPV = A+11D12 + LA11S+2 LG2(D21B+22 − A+11D12)B22B+22 + LA11(W2 − S+2 S2W2B22B+22), (2.32)
XQU = A+12D11 + LA12S+1 LG1(D22B+21 − A+12D11)B21B+21 + LA12(W1 − S+1 S1W1B21B+21), (2.33)
and W1, W2 are arbitrary.
2.3. Solution to the system of matrix equations (1.3)
Now we consider the system of matrix equations (1.3). We propose the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
solvability of these matrix equations and the expressions for the (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric solutions
of (1.3).
Theorem 2.9. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B2 ∈ Cn×q, A3 ∈ Cs×m, B4 ∈ Cn×t , D1 ∈ Cp×n, D2 ∈ Cm×q D3 ∈ Cs×n and D4 ∈ Cm×t be known.
Assume that
K1 = A31LA11 , K2 = A32LA12 , N1 = RB21B41, N2 = RB22B42, P1 = RLA11 LK1 LA11 , P2 = RLA12 LK2 LA12 ,
Q1 = D31 − A31A+11D11 − K1D21B+21, Q2 = D41 − A+11D+11B41 − LA11D21B+21B41 − LA11K+1 Q1N1,
and
W1 = D32 − A32A+12D12 − K2D22B+22, W2 = D42 − A+12D+12B42 − LA12D22B+22B42 − LA12K+1 W1N2.
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Then the system of matrix equations (1.3) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S if and only if
K1K1Q1RB21 = Q1, Q2LN1 = 0, RLA11 LK1Q2 = 0, K2K2W1RB22 = W1, W2LN2 = 0, RLA12 LK2W2 = 0, (2.34)
A11D21 = D11B21, A12D22 = D12B22, A11A+11D11 = D11, A31A+31D31 = D31, D21B+21B21 = D21, (2.35)
D41B+41B41 = D41, A12A+12D12 = D12, A32A+32D32 = D32, D22B+22B22 = D22, D42B+42B42 = D42. (2.36)
In which case, the (R, S)-symmetric solution of the system (1.3) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.37)
where
XPU = A+11D11 + LA11D21B+21 + LA11K+1 Q1RB21 + Q2N+1 RB21 + LA11LK1Y1RN1RB21 , (2.38)
XQV = A+12D12 + LA12D22B+22 + LA12K+2 W1RB22 +W2N+2 RB22 + LA12LK2Y2RN2RB22 , (2.39)
and Y1, Y2 are arbitrary matrices with compatible dimensions.
Proof. First, under the assumptions (2.34)–(2.36), we show that thematrix X in (2.37)–(2.39) is a (R, S)-symmetric solution
of the system of matrix equations (1.3). Obviously, matrix X in (2.37)–(2.39) is a (R, S)-symmetric matrix. Assume that the
assumptions (2.34)–(2.36) hold. From the obtained results in [20], there exist XPU ∈ Cr×k and XQV ∈ C(m−r)×(n−k) of the
forms (2.38) and (2.39) such that{
A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21, A31XPU = D31, XPUB41 = D41,
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22, A32XQV = D32, XQVB42 = D42. (2.40)
Moreover, the system of matrix equations (2.40) is equivalent to
[
A11 A12
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
]
= [D11 D12] , [XPU 00 XQV
] [
B21
B22
]
=
[
D21
D22
]
,
[
A31 A32
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
]
= [D31 D32] , [XPU 00 XQV
] [
B41
B42
]
=
[
D41
D42
]
.
This, in turn, is equivalent to
A1
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
= D1,
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
B2 = D2,
A3
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
= D3,
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
B4 = D4.
This implies that X in (2.37)–(2.39) is a (R, S)-symmetric solution of the system of matrix equations (1.3).
Nowwe show that if the system of matrix equations (1.3) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S , then the assumptions (2.34)–(2.36) hold.
Suppose that the system of matrix equations (1.3) has a solution X ∈ Sm×nR,S , in which X can be expressed as
X = [P Q ] [XPU 00 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.41)
where XPU ∈ Cr×k and XQV ∈ C(m−r)×(n−k). By applying decompositions (2.6)–(2.13) and (2.41), we can write

A1X = D1,
XB2 = D2,
A3X = D3,
XB4 = D4,
⇔

[
A11 A12
] [ P̂
Q̂
] [
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
= [D11 D12] [ÛV̂
]
,
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
] [
U V
] [B21
B22
]
= [P Q ] [D21D22
]
,
[
A11 A12
] [ P̂
Q̂
] [
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
]
= [D11 D12] [ÛV̂
]
,
[
P Q
] [XPU 0
0 XQV
] [
Û
V̂
] [
U V
] [B21
B22
]
= [P Q ] [D21D22
]
,
⇔
{
A11XPU = D11, XPUB21 = D21, A31XPU = D31, XPUB41 = D41,
A12XQV = D12, XQVB22 = D22, A32XQV = D32, XQVB42 = D42. (2.42)
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By using (2.42) and the results in [20], we can see that conditions (2.34)–(2.36) hold and
XPU = A+11D11 + LA11D21B+21 + LA11K+1 Q1RB21 + Q2N+1 RB21 + LA11LK1Y1RN1RB21 , (2.43)
XQV = A+12D12 + LA12D22B+22 + LA12K+2 W1RB22 +W2N+2 RB22 + LA12LK2Y2RN2RB22 . (2.44)
By substituting (2.43) and (2.44) in (2.41), the system (1.3) has the solution by the form (2.37)–(2.39). 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.9, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Let A1 ∈ Cp×m, B2 ∈ Cn×q, A3 ∈ Cs×m, B4 ∈ Cn×t , D1 ∈ Cp×n, D2 ∈ Cm×qD3 ∈ Cs×n and D4 ∈ Cm×t be known.
Assume that
K1 = A32LA12 , K2 = A31LA11 , N1 = RB21B41, N2 = RB22B42, P1 = RLA12 LK1 LA12 , P2 = RLA11 LK2 LA11 ,
Q1 = D31 − A32A+12D11 − K1D22B+21, Q2 = D42 − A+12D+11B41 − LA12D22B+21B41 − LA12K+1 Q1N1,
and
W1 = D32 − A31A+11D12 − K2D21B+22, W2 = D41 − A+11D+12B42 − LA11D21B+22B42 − LA11K+1 W1N2.
Then the system of matrix equations (1.3) has a solution X ∈ S˜m×nR,S if and only if
K1K1Q1RB21 = Q1, Q2LN1 = 0, RLA12 LK1Q2 = 0, K2K2W1RB22 = W1, W2LN2 = 0, RLA11 LK2W2 = 0, (2.45)
A12D22 = D11B21, A11D21 = D12B22, A12A+12D11 = D11, A32A+32D31 = D31, D22B+21B21 = D22, (2.46)
D42B+41B41 = D42, A11A+11D12 = D12, A31A+31D32 = D32, D21B+22B22 = D21, D41B+42B42 = D41. (2.47)
In which case, the (R, S)-skew symmetric solution of (1.3) can be expressed as the following
X = [P Q ] [ 0 XPVXQU 0
] [
Û
V̂
]
, (2.48)
where
XPV = A+11D12 + LA11D21B+22 + LA11K+2 W1RB22 +W2N+2 RB22 + LA11LK2Y2RN2RB22 , (2.49)
XQU = A+12D11 + LA12D22B+21 + LA12K+1 Q1RB21 + Q2N+1 RB21 + LA12LK1Y1RN1RB21 , (2.50)
and Y1, Y2 are arbitrary matrices with compatible dimensions.
3. Conclusions
The (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices have wide applications in many fields. Also matrix equations
have important applications in stability analysis, in observers design, in output regulation with internal stability, and in
the eigenvalue assignment. In this paper, we have given some necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the
matrix equations A1XB1 = C , the pair of matrix equations A1X = D1, XB2 = D2, and the system of matrix equations
A1X = D1, XB2 = D2, A3X = D3, XB4 = D4 over (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric matrices. In the case where
thematrix equationswere solvable over (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetricmatrices, we have derived the general
representation of the (R, S)-symmetric and (R, S)-skew symmetric solutions.
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